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Esteemed members of the Biomed Central Editorial Team,

Enclosed please find the revised version of the manuscript “MS 1099472903373329: Uroflowmetry Nomogram in Iranian Children aged 7 to 14 years” that we are resubmitting to BMC Urology for consideration as an “Original article”. In this version, we have considered the comments of the esteemed reviewer of the journal as best we could. As we were asked to state that the p-values refer to the test of the hypothesis that the slope is zero, in the results section we have mentioned the null hypothesis of our p-values in each model we introduced. In page 5, lines 9, 11, 15 and 17 we have added the null hypothesis of reported p-values of the models in the form of “H₀: slope = 0”. The added parts are also highlighted in the manuscript’s text.

Thank you in advance for your consideration and timely re-review of this manuscript.

Sincerely Yours,

Abdol-Mohammad Kajbafzadeh, MD
Department of Urology,
Children’s Hospital Medical Center,
Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran